The CE Tracker is a powerful tool members can use to stay organized and up-to-date with licensure requirements. It simplifies managing your CE and takes one thing off your plate!

**HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:**

**Access the CE Tracker with your NASW login** (no separate account required!)

- The CE Tracker tells you what your state requires:
  - How many hours of online and in-person CE
  - Which categories of CE
  - Recommends NASW-Approved Courses

- The CE Tracker automatically records any course taken in the NASW Online CE Institute (you can add all other CE courses to your tracker manually)

- Licensed in more than one state? The CE Tracker tracks all of your licenses!

Your personalized dashboard includes full reporting and lists to streamline the license renewal process.

**YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION**
- $25 NASW Members
- $40 Non-Members

Sign Up for the NASW CE Tracker: socialworkers.org/cetracker